Application of long-short pile retaining system in braced excavation
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Abstract

In soft soil areas, equal-length piles are often adopted in the retaining system. A decrease in the bending moment value borne by the retaining structure along the pile depth (below the excavation bottom), leads to an inadequate use of the pile bending capacity near the pile bottom. This paper presents retaining systems with long and short pile combinations, in which the long piles ensure integral stability of the excavation while the short piles give full play to bearing the bending moment. For further analysis on pile and bottom heaves deformations and inner-force characteristics, three-dimensional models were built in order to simulate the stage construction of the excavation. The ratio between long and short pile numbers, and the effects on short pile length pile horizontal deformation, pile bending moment and bottom heave are investigated in detail. In the end, a feasible long-short pile combination is established. Obtained results from the simulation data and the field data prove that the long-short pile retaining system is feasible.
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1. Introduction

Excavation is an important part of foundation engineering. Many retaining methods have developed according to different excavation conditions, such as diaphragm wall, soil nailing retaining wall, and piles with brace [1]. Among them, diaphragm wall method has good integrity and security, which can be applied to various kinds of excavations, while the high cost and long construction period prevent it from being used in general excavations. Soil nailing retaining wall can only be used in shallow excavations and areas with good soil properties. Piles with brace system is widely used in urban area with soft soil due to its well control of excavation-caused displacement, and as a result, the excavation influence on adjacent buildings or subways is acceptable.

While, Soil nailing system is not good at taking the excavation-caused deformation under control, but it is much more economic and faster constructed compared with pile brace system, and therefore it is more appropriate to excavation with open fields.

At present, a large number of scholars have presented extensive investigation into the performance of piles with brace system including the deformation, inner-force, stability, pile-soil interaction, embedded ratio. Zhou et al. [2] established a mathematical model of optimum design for the joint point and gave the analytical solutions of the model based on analyses of the mechanical characteristics of pile with brace. Hong et al. [3] simulated the excavation process and studied the pile-soil interaction in soldier-piled excavations via data comparisons between different simulation methods with two and three dimensional models. Took the excavation of Nanshijie station in Suzhou subway as an example, Gao et al. [4] investigated the effects of pile embedded-depth ratio on the excavation deformation and pile inner-force with the help of deep excavation design software.

However, all the above-mentioned studies focused on the equal-length pile, i.e. the lengths of all the retaining piles are the same. According to Leung et al. [5], equal-length pile design (the length of all piles are equal and calculated considering the most dangerous condition in which maximum internal force comes into being) doesn’t make full use of the soil, because the maximum internal force of the lower part of the pile is about one-fourth to the upper part. If equal – length pile method is adopted, strength of materials of the lower part of the pile can’t be full used. Long-short pile method as a new design idea, possesses promising development prospects due to its reliability and economy and has been applied in ground improvement and foundation engineering [6]. Wu et al. [7] obtained the load-settlement relation of long-short pile, and deduced the analytical formulas for complex modulus and the pile-soil stress ratio of long-short pile foundations. Li et al. [8] conducted 11 groups of model experiment in...
sand soil to analyze the strain and the displacement of the piles, drawing the conclusion that the horizontal displacements of long and short piles were similar and the long ones undertook more bending moment. Zheng et al. [9] carried out model experiment to study the top displacement and the bending moment of piles during the excavation process, clarifying the interaction between long piles and short piles.

These researches on the long-short pile retaining system are still in the stage of laboratory experiment, and its in-situ working mechanism need to be further investigated. Currently, there is no unified Technical Code for the long-short pile retaining system design, which greatly restrains its popularization and application in the engineering practice. In the present paper, a three dimensional finite element model for the long-short pile retaining system was established and the calculation method of long-short pile system was provided. The effects of different long-short pile length combinations and long-short pile number ratios were studied in detail. At the end, the simulation results with field data comparisons proved the feasibility of long-short pile method, which can be used as reference in similar practice.

2. Calculation Rules on Long-Short Pile System

2.1. Length determination of long pile and short pile

The length of long pile is determined by the integral stability, which can be calculated through equal-length pile calculation method. The length of short pile is determined by maximum bottom heave allowed. As stated in Faheem et al. [10] and Wang et al. [11], the embedded depth has obvious effects on bottom heave in the process of excavation; retaining piles stopped the lateral deformation of the soil towards the excavation, thus, the longer embedded depth would result in smaller bottom heave. When long-short pile system was adopted, the bottom heave would increase as the lengths of some piles are shortened.

Bottom heave stability coefficient \( F_s \) was calculated by Formula (1), as given in Zhang et al. [12]:

\[
F_s = \frac{2\alpha c_{ab}D(1 + \frac{B}{L})}{\gamma_1(H + D) + q}
\]

where \( H \) is the excavation depth, \( D \) is the embedded depth, \( B \) is the excavation width, \( L \) is the excavation length; \( N_s \) is the stability factor.

\[
N_s = \begin{cases} 
5(1 + 0.2B/L)(1 + 0.2(H + D)/B), & \text{for } (H + D)/B < 2 \\
7.5(1 + 0.2B/L), & \text{for } (H + D)/B > 2.5 
\end{cases}
\]

\( c_{ab} \) is the average cohesion value of disturbed soil areas below the excavation bottom (kPa); \( c_{adp} \) is the average cohesion value of passive soil along the depth of pile (kPa); \( \gamma_1 \) is the average unit weight of natural soil layers from ground to the toe of the pile outside the excavation (kN/m³); \( \gamma_2 \) is the average unit weight of natural soil layers from excavation surface to the bottom of the pile (kN/m³); \( \alpha \) is the cohesive correction coefficient between piles and soil, which is less than 1 and could be adopted from 0.2~0.7; \( q \) is the ground load (kPa).

In Technical Specification for Retaining and Protection of Building Foundation Excavations [13], the allowable bottom heave stability coefficient is 1.6. The length of short pile can be determined with Formula (1). Meanwhile, Technical Code for Monitoring of Building Foundation Pit Engineering [14] gives the maximum bottom heave allowed, thus the bottom heave caused by shortening pile length shall also be checked with this limit value.

2.2. Ratio between number of long pile and number of short pile

After the shortening of some piles, part of the bending moment previously borne by these piles is then passed on to the long piles nearby, which will result in an increase of the bending moment of long pile. Therefore, the number ratio between long pile and short pile is determined by the bending moment capacity of long pile.

3. Three-Dimensional Simulations

3.1. General descriptions

The excavation used for analyses was approximately 72 m by 36 m in plan, with an excavation depth of 11.9 m. The layout of excavation and parts of monitoring points are shown in Fig. 1. The excavation was supported by 900 mm diameter bored piles spacing at 1.2 m combined with two levels of steel struts at 0.9 m and 6.6 m the below ground surface, respectively. The elastic modulus of the piles was 3×10⁶MPa and that of strut was 5×10⁶MPa. The horizontal displacement of the FE Model is restrained at the left and right boundaries, and the vertical and horizontal displacements of the FE Model are restrained at the bottom. To consider the process of excavation, staged construction with different load types was simulated.
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Fig. 1 Layout of the excavation

Fig. 2 Typical section of the excavation

The model parameters used are described in detail in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil layers</th>
<th>Thickness /m</th>
<th>Unit weight γ/kN/m³</th>
<th>Elasticity Modulus $E$/MPa</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio $ν$</th>
<th>Cohesion $c$/kPa</th>
<th>Internal friction angle $φ/°$</th>
<th>Dilatation angle $ψ/°$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sandy silt</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucky silty clay</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucky silty clay</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy silt</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The long pile length was calculated from equal-length method. Due to the symmetry of the excavation, semi-plane was adopted. The pile length was 28 m. The bending moment envelop is shown in Fig. 3. The dotted line indicated the design capacity of the piles as 682 kN·m/m, which was approximately 1.2 times of the maximum bending moment. The maximum bending moment appeared near the excavation bottom, and then the value decreased sharply along the pile depth. At the depth of 24 m, the bending moment was 1/5 of the maximum, and part of the pile can be shortened. According to 2 Calculation rules on long-short pile system, in this case the short pile
length was about 24 m, and the proportion of short pile number was 3/4 around.

The performance of long-short pile system was investigated in the following two aspects: (i) the effects of short pile lengths (28m, 26 m, 24 m and 22 m) on the retaining structure inner-force, deformation and bottom heave. (ii) the effects of long and short pile number ratio (1:0, 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3) on retaining structure inner-force, deformation and bottom heave.

3.2. Details about software and modeling

The simulation of long-short pile retaining system cannot be achieved by two dimensional models. In this paper, PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION was adopted for calculation. PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION is a three-dimensional finite element program especially developed for the analysis of foundation structures. It uses a convenient graphical user interface that enables users to quickly generate a true three-dimensional finite element mesh based on a composition of horizontal cross sections at different vertical levels. PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION offers three dimensional finite element calculations in which proper models are incorporated to simulate soil behavior and soil-structure interaction. The soil is simulated by Hardening soil (HS) model. The HS model allows the plastic compaction (cap hardening) as well as plastic shearing of the soil due to deviatoric loading (friction hardening). This model can be used to simulate the behavior of gravel, sand, and soft soils, such as clay and silt [15]. The application of this model to engineering is also extensive; including bearing capacity of ground, dam filling, slope stability analysis, and excavation [16, 17]. The 15-node wedge element, pile element, and beam element are used to simulate the soil, retaining piles, and strut, respectively. The connection of piles to soil is used as software default.

3.3. Results analysis

3.3.1. Effects of short pile length

Four groups of piles with one long pile (28 m) and one short pile with various lengths were investigated:

Group 1: equal-length pile. The lengths of long and short pile were all chosen as 28 m. Take this group as reference group.

Group 2: one long pile and one short pile with the length of 26 m.

Group 3: one long pile and one short pile with the length of 24 m. The retaining strutting system of FEM model is shown in Fig. 4.

Group 4: one long pile and one short pile with the length of 22 m.

In FEM simulation, we selected two pile positions respectively for analysis: (i) along the long direction of the excavation, the long pile in the middle; (ii) along the long direction of the excavation, the short pile right next to the long pile. The results of the simulation are presented reflecting the last stage of excavation: excavated to the bottom.

The bending moment curves of piles under various pile lengths are shown in Fig. 5. The bending moment shows minor difference above the excavation bottom. The positions of maximum value are near the excavation bottom. The bending moment of long piles is larger than that of short piles, which is consistent with the experimental results of Zhu et al. [8]. Comparison between the 4 groups reveals that short pile with smaller length leads to larger bending moment in the long piles. When the short pile changes from 28 m to 22 m, the maximum bending moment of long pile increases from 560 kN·m/m to 852 kN·m/m. The curves differ obviously near the bottom part of the long pile, revealing that the bending moment borne by the shortened piles is passed on to the long pile nearby. In Group 4, as the short pile is not long enough, the bending moment of long pile (852 kN·m/m) is 25% more than the design capacity (682 kN/m/m), which is not allowed in practice. For the short piles, the curves of various pile lengths don’t show large discrepancy. The bending moment near the pile bottom has a small tendency to decrease.
The horizontal displacement curves of piles under various pile lengths are shown in Fig. 6. The maximum displacements of both long and short piles occur at the positions near the excavation bottom. Within two times of the excavation depth, the horizontal displacements of long and short piles are similar. The length shortening of some piles lead to the increase of displacement near the bottom, and the bottom displacement of short piles is larger than that of long piles. From Group 2 to Group 3, the maximum displacement increases by 5 mm, while in Group 4, as a result of insufficient embedded depth, the long pile bottom displacement is 31 mm and that of short pile is 62 mm. Due to its serious pile deformation, Group 4 should not be adopted in practice.

The bottom heave curves under various pile lengths are shown in Fig. 7. When the short pile length decreases from 28 m to 22 m, the bottom heaves increase obviously. From Group 1 to Group 3, the effects on heaves near the excavation edge are larger than that in the excavation center. According to Technical Specification for Retaining and Protection of Building Foundation Excavations [13], the maximum bottom heave allowed is 50 mm. The center heave of Group 4 exceeds the heave allowed and cannot be used in practice.
Compared with isometric pile in Group 1, the results of Group 2 and Group 3 are within the acceptable range, while Group 4 is not acceptable. The simulation results show minor difference between Group 2 and Group 3. Considering that Group 3 is more economical, Group 3 is selected in the project.

3.3.2. Effects of ratio between long pile and short pile

On basis of 3.2.1 Effects of short pile length, 28 m long pile and 24 m short pile group is selected for further study of effects of ratio between long pile and short pile.

Group 1: short pile number: long pile number= 1:0, i.e. equal-length pile with pile length 28 m. Take this group as reference group.

Group 2: short pile number: long pile number= 1:1.
Group 3: short pile number: long pile number= 1:2.
Group 4: short pile number: long pile number= 1:3.

The bending moment curves of piles with various long-short pile ratios are shown in Fig. 8. As the number of short pile increases, the bending moment of both long pile and short pile increase. The maximum bending moment increase of Group 2 and Group 3 is within 30%, while the maximum bending moment of Group 4 (903 kN·m/m) is 1.3 times of the design value (682 kN·m/m). In general, the bending moment of long pile is larger than that of short pile.

The horizontal displacement curves of piles under various ratios between long pile and short pile are shown in Fig. 9. The effects of ratio on horizontal displacement are obvious at the pile depth below the excavation bottom, and the curves of long pile and short pile are similar. With the increase of short pile proportion, the displacements towards the excavation increase. The maximum horizontal displacement of long pile and short pile in Group 4 are separately 48 mm and 64 mm, which may cause instability of the retaining structure, which may cause instability of the retaining structure.
The bottom heave curves under various ratios between long pile and short pile are shown in Fig. 10. Unlike Fig. 7, the changes of curves are approximately proportional. The maximum heave is in the center of the excavation width.

On basis of the analyses above, Group 2 is conservative and Group 4 is unsafe. Thus, group 3 (1:2) is the most feasible and economic choice.

To sum up, 28 m long pile and 25 m short pile with ratio 1:2 is adopted as retaining system, as shown in Fig. 11.
4. Comparisons between Simulation Results and Field Monitoring Data

To understand the long-short pile retaining system in detail, an excavation project at Hangzhou was used for case study, which has been accomplished and the horizontal displacement and bottom heave were monitored during the excavation. The case information was described before in 3.1 General descriptions. The long pile is 28 m and the short pile is 24 m. Two short piles are located between two long piles, as shown in Fig. 11. The inclinometer pipes (shown in Fig. 1, every solid disc indicates two inclinometers: one in the long pile, one in the short pile nearby,) were installed inside the piles, which were in accordance with deformation of the piles. Ground surface settlements were measured by optical survey techniques. The field data used for comparisons (No. 3 and No. 8 inclinometer, and the middle dotted line, shown in Fig. 1) are in the same positions as the data used for simulation analyses. The comparisons between field monitoring data and simulation data are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 at the last excavation stage (excavated to -11.9 m).

Fig. 12 Horizontal displacement of calculated data and field data

![Horizontal displacement of calculated data and field data](image1)

Fig. 13 Bottom heave of calculation data and field data

![Bottom heave of calculation data and field data](image2)

As the simulation environment is relatively simple, the simulation results of the horizontal displacement are slightly small than the field data. The difference of field monitoring data and simulation data is within 20 % (both the horizontal displacement and the bottom heave), showing that the simulation results are quite consistent with the field data.

The data comparisons above prove that, the long-short pile retaining system can meet the deformation requirements of excavation. The excavation calculated perimeter is 216 m. When one long pile and two short piles system are adopted, 7, 500 t cement and 300 t steel rebar can be saved. Therefore, this new retaining system is worth popularizing in practice.
5 Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
(1) The short pile length is determined by bottom heave value allowed, and the long short pile ratio is determined by long pile bending moment capacity (the bending moment passed from the pile shorted on to the nearby long pile shall not exceed long pile capacity). These two parameters are not independent. Before deciding the long short pile combination, a lot of simulations and comparisons should be done.
(2) The simplified calculation results and simulation data are consistent. The simulation data show that the effects of pile length on bottom heave are more obvious than on other parameters, and the effects of short pile proportion are more distinct on long pile bending moment than on other parameters.
(3) The comparisons with field data prove the accuracy of simulation results.
(4) The pile length and long-short pile ratio are closely connected with the soil parameters. All these conditions need to be investigated in further study.
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